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References:

① Shodo-shima Furusato-mura/
Road Station/Sea Station  Parking available
A camping/participatory recreation zone with facilities for 
sports and leisure in the 88 hectares site.  
Taking advantage of rich natural environment, this zone has 
the hand stretched somen noodle house, an auto campsite, a 
family pool, a playground, a gymnasium, a site for strawberry 
picking, a lodge managed by a local government, the lodge and 
the restaurant. The large fine view bath where you can watch 
sunset is also popular!
... The western base of walking in Mito peninsula. 

⑯ Shodo-shima Olive Park/Road Station  
Parking available

An olive palace filled with the atmosphere of Greece. There is 
the olive memorial hall, a herb garden, a craft hall, a 
accommodation lodge and a hot bath facilities on the site of 
about 9 hectares. Olive trees and about 120 kinds of herbs are 
cultivated in the park and you can enjoy making crafts and 
herbal tea.  
A sunny sparkling view from the square with a windmill is 
superb! ... The eastern base of walking in Mito peninsula.

⑦ Hanasuwa
There are two beautiful islands, one large and one small, 
which are floating snuggled against each other in the offshore 
of Kamano district. In 1909, a reporter of an Osaka newspaper 
introduced those islands in the paper as ‘Hanasuwa, beautiful 
Islands floating in the sea’, since then those islands were 
called Hanasuwa./ Prefecturral Designated/Natural monument 
(feature by marinedenudation) 

⑧ Jizozaki Lighthouse  Parking available
Jizozaki Lighthouse was established in 1951 at Shakaga-hana, 
the southern edge of Mito peninsula, for the safety of ships 
passing by.  All around, there are scenic tourist attractions 
which occupy a corner of the Setonaikai National Park and 
when you go down to the beach you may be able to see a large 
ship a short distance away.   
It is also a reservoir of wild deer and birds, and you may 
encounter a cute deer family. 

⑨ Ouji-shrine shasou
Gongen Point in Konoura district is 60 meters in altitude, 
conical shaped hill, covered with meadow and a mixture of 
ibuki (Chinese juniper), Japanese privet and pine can be 
found. 
This is also a rare natural habitat in Japan of ibuki, and the 
number of roots of ibuki numbers about 400. / government 
designated natural monument 

② Ikeda no Sajiki
③ Kameyama Hachimangu Shrine  Parking available
The stone wall Sajiki, which is about 400 meters from the 
Kameyama Hachimangu Shrine, is the place for spectators of 
the autumn festival which held on October 16th every year.  It 
is estimated this stone was constructed before 1812.  
A masterpiece of Sajiki with natural stone piled up. 
Government designated important tangible folk-cultural 
property  
Chinese juniper in Kameyama Hachimangu Shrine is one of the 
biggest trees in the island, presumed to be over 400 years old/ 
town designated natural monument

④ Shishigaki of Nagasaki
Constructed across the island from the middle to late Edo 
period, because the districts suffered from the damage of 
agricultural crops by deer, boar and others.  
The Shishigaki of Nagasaki remains almost complete and is a 
precious cultural heritage and a town designated tangible folk 
cultural property 

⑤ Cycad in Seiganji  Parking available
There is a large cycad, more than 1,000 years old, in Seiganji 
Shirine in the Futaomote district. The height of the cycad is 
more than 7.5 m and the circumference around the root is 8 m 
and it is a government designated natural monument

⑥ Remaining stones 
from the construction of Osaka Castle
These stones were quarried for the first phase of construction 
of Osaka Castle by the Tokugawa shogunate as a stone 
cutting site under the rule of Kurume feudal lord 
Chikugonokami Tanaka.  
The remaining stones now decorate sites near the coast. 
Atown designated/historic site

※Wild animals also inhabit in the natural rich 
Mito peninsula.  Pay attention to wild boar, 
deer while walking. 

※There are places where grass grows, 
depending on the time, where you cannot 
walk through or enter.  


